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			Use Java to develop neural network applications in this practical book. After learning the rules involved in neural network processing, you will manually process the first neural network example. This covers the internals of front and back propagation, and facilitates the understanding of the main principles of neural network processing. Artificial Neural Networks with Java also teaches you how to prepare the data to be used in neural network development and suggests various techniques of data preparation for many unconventional tasks. 

		


		
			The next big topic discussed in the book is using Java for neural network processing. You will use the Encog Java framework and discover how to do rapid development with Encog, allowing you to create large-scale neural network applications.
		


		
			The book also discusses the inability of neural networks to approximate complex non-continuous functions, and it introduces the micro-batch method that solves this issue. The step-by-step approach includes plenty of examples, diagrams, and screen shots to help you grasp the concepts quickly and easily.
		


		


		
			What You Will Learn

		
				
					Prepare your data for many different tasks
	
					Carry out some unusual neural network tasks
	
					Create neural network to process non-continuous functions
	
					Select and improve the development model  


		

		


		
			Who This Book Is For

		


		Intermediate machine learning and deep learning developers who are interested in switching to Java.
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The Visual Effects Arsenal: Vfx Solutions for the Independent FilmmakerFocal Press, 2009
Build your VFX arsenal with quick-access, step-by-step instruction on how to create today's hottest digital VFX shots. This essential toolkit provides techniques for creating effects seen in movies such as "300", "Spiderman 3", "Predator" and others, with lessons on how-to: splatter blood or digitally lop someone's arm...
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Sun Web Server: The Essential GuidePrentice Hall, 2009

	The authoritative, comprehensive guide to Sun Web Server 7.0


	 


	Sun Web Server is the secure web serving platform of choice for large-scale enterprises in industries from finance and telecommunications to travel and government. Now there’s a...
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DarkBASIC Programming for the Absolute Beginner (No Experience Required)Course Technology PTR, 2008
Looking for an inexpensive way to learn the fundamentals of game programming? Look no further! DarkBASIC Programming for the Absolute Beginner will provide you with a fun, gentle learning curve for learning DarkBASIC-- no prior programming experience required! DarkBASIC is an inexpensive programming language that supports the development of desktop...
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Designing an IAM Framework with Oracle Identity and Access Management Suite (Oracle Press)McGraw-Hill, 2010

	Excuse me, but who are you, exactly?


	You are a father or mother, a son or daughter, husband or wife, a significant other, a rock
	climber, a kite-flyer, a bicycle enthusiast, a marathon runner, a collector of old movies, a
	secret novelist, a boxing fan. You are the center of your universe. On the picture collage from
	the...
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Bob Miller's Calc for the Clueless: Calc IIMcGraw-Hill, 1997
Student Tested And Approved! If you suffer from math anxiety, then sign up for private tutoring with Bob Miller! Do logarithms, sines, and cosines leave you in a cold sweat? Vectors and derivatives send stress signals to your brain? If so, them you are like the many thousands of students--students of all ages, all levels--who are anxiously trying...
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Pro Tools LE 7 Ignite! (Pro Tools Le 7 Ignite!: The Visual Guide for New Users)Course Technology PTR, 2008
Get ready to explore the world of computer music creation with Pro Tools® LE 7! Even if you’ve never created music on your computer, Pro Tools LE 7 Ignite!, Second Edition will give you the skills you need to record and mix with confidence. Completely updated to cover the new features of Pro Tools LE 7.3 and 7.4, the book presents...
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